House of Representatives
The House of Representatives is
composed of 568 members

120 seats for Absolute-Closed-Lists

448 seats for Individual-Seat system

system


The President of the Republic may appoint no more than 5% of the members.



The term of membership in the House of Representatives is five calendar
years, commencing from the date of its first session.
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An Egyptian
national in full
enjoyment of civil
and political rights
To be at least
twenty five
Gregorian years of
age

Registered with
voter database in
any of republic's
governorates

Candidacy

Performed military
service or been
legally exempted
therefrom

Acquired
certificate of
completion of
primary education
at least
Not to have had his
membership revoked by
virtue of a decision of the
House of Representatives
due to loss of confidence
and esteem or breach of
membership duties

Nevertheless, such member may
run for candidacy in either of the
following cases
A. The expiry of the legislative
term during which the decision to
revoke his/her membership was
issued.
B. The issuance by the House of
Representatives of a decision
nullifying the disqualifying effect of
revocation of membership due to
breach of duties. In such case, the
Decision of the House shall be
issued with a two-thirds majority, in
the manner prescribed in the
Rules of Procedure of the House.
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Distribution of
Constituencies

4 constituencies for elections
under the Lists system

15 seats are allocated to each one
of two of these constituencies

Number of constituencies for
elections under Individual-Seat
system

45 seats are allocated to
each of the other two

Each list for which 15
seats are allocated
must at least include
the following numbers
and designations:

A candidate who
is an Egyptian
residing abroad

A candidate who
is a person with
disability

Two candidates
who are youths

Two candidates
who are workers
or farmers

Three
candidates who
are Christian

 Provided that the candidates with the above-listed designations along with
other candidates include no less than seven women
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Each list for which
45 seats are
allocated must at
least include the
following numbers
and designations:

Three
candidates who
are Egyptians
residing abroad

Three
candidates who
are persons
with disabilities

Six candidates
who are youths

Six candidates
who are
workers or
farmers

Nine
candidates who
are Christian


Provided that the candidates with the above-listed designations along
with other candidates include no less than twenty-one women
Election Threshold

Under the list system, the electoral list
securing the absolute majority of the number
of valid votes cast in the election shall be
declared elected.

Under the individual-seat system, the
candidate securing the absolute majority of
valid votes cast in his/her constituency shall
be declared elected.
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